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Arabic Information Retrieval has gained significant attention due to an increasing usage of Arabic text on
the web and social media networks. This paper discusses a new approach for Arabic stem, called Arabic
Morphology Information Retrieval (AMIR), to generate/extract stems by applying a set of rules regarding
the relationship among Arabic letters to find the root/stem of the respective words used as indexing
terms for the text search in Arabic retrieval systems. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed algo-
rithm, we highlight the benefits of the proposed rules for different Arabic information retrieval systems.
Finally, we have evaluated AMIR system by comparing its performance with LUCENE, FARASA, and no-
stemmer counterpart system in terms of mean average precisions. The results obtained demonstrate that
AMIR has achieved a mean average precision of 0.34% while LUCENE, FARASA and no stemmer giving
0.27%, 0.28% and 0.21, respectively. This demonstrates that AMIR is able to improve Arabic stemmer
and increases retrieval as well as being strong against any type of stem.
� 2020 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Computers and Artificial Intelli-

gence, Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-
commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

A key objective of search engines is to leverage online massive
information available from the internet or social media to return
query results as per user’s specifications. This return satisfies the
user’s needs. The Arabic language has different semantic and pho-
netic structures when compared to other languages [1]. This differ-
ence has also posed a significant issue as to how Arabic users
benefit from search engine optimization. Recently, Arabic language
has attracted significant interest from researchers to optimize
users’ searches. The main challenge is that there are few webpages
authored in the Arabic language [2]. The other daunting challenge
of the Arabic information retrieval systems has been the inability
to solve problems such as the ambiguity of words as most roots
are composed by three letters, orthographic variations, sophisti-
cated and very rich morphology.

Construction of Arabic words is based on abstract forms known
as roots. A root, in phonetics, is the most basic word that serves as a
base to generate other derivatives obtained by blending suffixes or
affixes on the root to produce verbs, adjectives and nouns [3,4]. It is
worth noting that the Arabic language is very inflectional as it has
trilateral roots used to derive over 85% of its words. Typically, Ara-
bic language verbs and nouns are derived from a set of 10,000 roots
[5].

The stem, which is a technique for reducing the grammatical
form of a word based on inflection and derivation. Brent [6] is a
crucial step, especially for Arabic information retrieval because
the same word may have many different forms. Also, the Arabic
language has a significant number of stemming techniques and a
notable one is Kareem Darwish’s [7] Al-Stem which was later on
modified by University of Massachusset’s. [8] The Al-Stem Stem-
mer was further modified by David Graff whereby ( ,مف,لا,لل,يو,ل

او,اف,اي,لاو,لاف,لاب,تب,تا,تم,ت,تس,تن,مب,مو,مك ) can be removed
from the word’s prefixes and suffixes [9]. The Aljlayl Stemmer
[10], classified as a light stemmer. This stemmer was developed
by Mohammed Aljlayl for use to retrieve query searches. The
author factored the length of the words to be used for removing
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affixes and suffices, additionally, he normalized some specific Ara-
bic characters [10,11].Also, the stemmers stem words were blind,
however, a robust and efficient Arabic Stemmer’s Algorithm can
decrease data storage and computational time [12].

Arabic stems are different when compared to other languages
such as English, French etc. In addition, Arabic nouns can take
the form according to several factors such as plurality (plural, sin-
gular, or dual), gender (feminine or masculine), and grammatical
tense (present, past, future, and command). In contrast, stemming
refers to a computational technique used to reduce words to their
respective stems or roots. One disadvantage of the existing Arabic
stemmers is that they are prone to immense stemming error-rates
[13].

This paper proposes a new approach to produce a high-
performance tool to generate/extract Arabic stems by implement-
ing a morphological analysis using specific linguistic rules. The tool
is compared against LUCENE and FARASA methods and the results
show that our approach outperforms the other methods.

This paper describes the two contributions as follows:

� The comprehensive processing for Arabic texts to improve the
root extraction. Existing schemes extract the roots by removing
affixes from a word without distinguishing whether the
removed letters are actually core letters of the root or not, like
study [14,15]. This is because, in Arabic language it is not easy
to determine the conjunctions of pronouns, gender, plural,
prepositions, stopwords, and etc. that are connected directly
to the word. This means that the existing schemes cannot
authenticate whether the removed letters are the roots or not.
This is the gap that the proposed scheme aims to address by
proposing a method to validate whether the removed letters
are actually core letters of the root. Therefore, our proposed
technique attempts to extract the Arabic root/stem based on a
validation of the letters before removing affixes by building
AMIR dictionary that generate over 1400 words from each root.
Therefore, the method proposes a root extraction based on mor-
phology features by matching the word with all possible affixes
and patterns attached to it. To the best of our knowledge, a sin-
gle root can generate 1000 words using previous studies. Thus,
our method increases the efficacy of extracting a word effec-
tively while minimizing the ambiguity since it depends on val-
idation before removing affixes where each input term is
compared against with all the words in the dictionary until a
match is found; if no root is found, the original word is returned
unchanged. For example, the word نكسرادملو ‘‘walimadarisikin”
(and for our schools) shows the concatenation of morphemes
to form the word. To distinguish between these morphemes,
we say that سرد (lesson) is the root morpheme; prefix م (m) is
a derivational morpheme where it refers to noun; prefix ل (l)
is an inflectional morpheme that refers to prepositions; prefix
و (w) is an inflectional morpheme that refers to stopword;
infix ا (a) is an inflectional morpheme that refers to plural
form; and suffix نك (kunn) is an inflectional morpheme
indicating the gender. Lastly, the proposed method is capable
to improve the extraction root in Arabic language, and this is
a major improvement in previous methods.

� The second contribution relates to an improved precision in
Arabic information retrieval using infix stemmer. In English,
affixes can generally be divided into two groups: (prefixes and
suffixes). However, in Arabic language, affixes can be divided
into three groups: (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes). Therefore,
existing schemes are unable to extract stem or root of words
having an infix. In Arabic morphology there exist many words
that have infixes and removing an affix depends on the morpho-
logical structure of the language. In addition, extracting the root
of a word in its plural form can always be challenging and con-
fusing, especially when a word in plural form is in the infixes.
Therefore, the proposed method aims to produce a high-
performance tool to extract Arabic root/stems by adding infixes
to prefixes and suffixes. For example: the word بتاكم (offices) by
removing infix ا (a), will result in the word بتكم (office); thus, the
word is changed from plural form to get its singular one by
applying AMIR rule No 3. Using the word بتاك (author) and by
removing infix ا (a) will result in the word بتك (wrote). Thus,
the word would result in a change of the meaning. According
to AMIR rules No 5, this case is not permitted. Using the work
[16] stemming can give better precision in information retrie-
val. Therefore, we believe that our proposed method will
improve the precision in Arabic information retrieval through
the use of infix extraction unlike other languages such as Eng-
lish. As mentioned earlier, English language uses suffixes and
prefixes to determine the plurality of a word. Consequently,
an infix is very important factor that can improve Arabic retrie-
val systems. Therefore, we proposed is capable to solve a prob-
lems of the plural form while still allowing the extraction of
stem/root of Arabic words thus resulting in an increased.

2. Related works

Over the last few decades, several works have been carried out
for Arabic information retrieval problems. However, many weak-
nesses and problems still face the Arabic language retrieval since
they mainly rely on morphological and stemming analysis with lit-
tle attention or emphasis on lemmatization. This section discusses
recent advances in stemming, and morphological analysis and how
they have an impact on the retrieval of documents in Arabic.

Khoja’s stemmer [17] previously showed the first attempt to
find the Arabic root by the removal of prefixes and suffixes. The
author [18] developed the Porter stemmer tailored for the English
language. This stemmer leverages two-step rewriting rules and is
achieved by removing approximately 60 different suffixes by
[19]. Up to now, the Porter Stemmer has been documented to have
an exemplary performance, especially in its precision and recall of
evaluations. However, this stemmer has the drawback of being
very aggressive in its creation of stems and ends up over stemming.
Therefore, the proposed method intends to solve the Khoja’s prob-
lem of over stemming and aggressiveness as our method provides
specific patterns of a word. This will reduce the major drawback of
Khoja’s stemmer.

Larkey [20,21] shows better retrieval efficiency as described in
Light stemming which merely removes prefixes and suffixes
depending on a predefined list. However, it does not guarantee
the production of better results when evaluating experiments.
Therefore, the proposed method intends to increase the production
of better results by incorporating the use of infixes to suffixes and
prefixes. There are a number of root extraction techniques for Ara-
bic language known as heavy stemming or stemming based root
words which work by removing all affixes as described by Khoja
[22].

Darwish [23] proposed FARASA system which also segments
Arabic text into words. However, this stemmer technique handles
prefixes and suffixes. Our proposed, AMIR leverages on some FAR-
ASA components but has its own rules that allow for handling
problems of infixes in addition to improving the generation of pre-
fixes and suffixes.

Numerous Arabic morphology systems have been devoted
towards morphed requirements of words, like the study [14] which
proposed a new model for identifying the verb root produced in a
tool (RootIT) by a root extraction without disambiguation out of
traditional methods. Therefore, this paper removes the prefixes
and suffixes without using any linguistic rules. Our proposed
method proposes a novel root extraction technique that gives
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support to natural language processing to include morphology
features by matching the word with all possible affixes and
patterns attached to it.

According to [24,25] the most commonly used stemmers in the
Arabic language are light stemmer and Khoja stemmer. Indeed,
stemmers can generally be divided into two groups: first, light
stemmers such as the stemmer provided by [8]. The second one
represents the root derivation stemmer proposed in [22]. In addi-
tion, the work [25] proposed two different stemming techniques
based on light stemming by utilizing extra suffixes in the total
number of prefixes and suffixes to be removed. Thus, the new
added prefixes and suffixes are extended prefixes
( لف,للو,لابو,لل,لاف,لاك,لاب,لاو,لا ) and extended suffixes
( ت,مه,ان,امه,يت,او,ي,ة,ةي,هي,ني,نو,تا,نا,اه ) which extended-Light
stemmer is greater than their peers in light 10 [20]. Therefore,
these studies were unable to extract stem or root of words that
contain infixes. While our proposed method is able to extract stem
or root of Arabic words by segmenting the word to remove its
infixes using its prefixes and suffixes thus allowing the generation
of the corresponding root (if it exists).

In addition, there exist various methods to show the perfor-
mance of the light stemmer such as Jaffar [26] to restore Arabic data
by adding extra prefixes and suffixes to the list of light 10 [20]. The
new added prefixes and suffixes are: prefixes ( و,لل,لاف,لاك,لاب,لاو,لا )
and suffixes ( ي,ة,ه,ةي,هي,ين,يت,هت,مه,نه,ني,نو,تا,نا,اه ). Although, the
technique removes the affixes it does not handle infix stemmer
problems. Therefore, in this work we have designed a technique
to solve a problems of Arabic information retrieval systems. This
is achieved by using specific linguistic rules to remove infixes in
addition to suffixes and prefixes.
3. AMIR dictionary

AMIR dictionary is constructed from several Arabic grammatical
rule-based such as syntactic rules and morphological rules. There-
fore, AMIR dictionary uses morphological features that enable it to
specify all inflected forms for each stem templates, which are a
combination of the affix with the root. AMIR dictionary is com-
posed of two main phases. The first phase is to add patterns to
the root (in Arabic, patterns known as نازوا ‘‘awzan”). This
process is done by adding some specific letters to the root such
as the letterم (m) like the word سردم (teacher). Eight patterns can
be added to each root, see AMIR rules. These specific letters refer
to a derivation morpheme that contains the basic Arabic patterns
forms. The second phase is to add affixes. These affixes indicate
the inflectional morpheme, where linked directly to patterns or
core root like pronouns, gender, prepositions, and stopwords.
Therefore, we extract stem by seeking input words in AMIR dic-
tionary, and then segmentation of word and returning the corre-
sponding root if it exists based on AMIR rules by removing all
inflection morpheme and keep all derivation morpheme as shown
in Fig. 1.

Affixes divide into three groups: prefixes, infixes, and suffixes.
Arabic word contain one-to-four prefixes, one or two infixes, and
one-to-three suffixes. Sequence (3.1) is uses to generate stem
when the infixes placed after the first letter of the original root,
and sequence (3.2) used to generate stem when the infixes placed
after the second letter of the original root.

pref ix1 þ ::::þ pref ixn þ T1þ inf ix1 þ T2þ T3þ suf f ix1 þ � � � :
þ suf f ixm

where pref ixn is a number of prefixes adding to the root; T1 is the
first letter of original root; infix1 is inserting after the T1 of original
root; T2 is the second letter of original root; T3 is the third letter of
original root; and suf f ixmis a number of suffixes adding to the root
after ends letters of original root.

pref ix1 þ ::::þ pref ixn þ T1þ T2þ inf ix2 þ T3þ suf f ix1 þ ::::

þ suf f ixm

where infix2 is inserted after T2 of original root.
For sequence 3.1, 3.2 affixes is added to the root to generate

new words as follows:

� 58 prefixes adding to begins of root to generate a words as fol-
lows: ‘‘ ,اف,لف,لو,ي,ه,هي,ني,ب,ن,ي,نب,نف,نو,مك,مك,يا,تا,نا,هو,نو,او,ا

,ملو,مل,مب,مف,مو,م,تك,نف,نو,تف,تو,لابف,لابو,لافو,لاكو,لاو,تس,تسا,للو,للف
ل,ب,ف,و,بو,اف,او,ملابف,ملابو,مللو,مللف,ملو,مللو,ملاكف,ملاكو,مكو,ملف

� 3 infixes inserting to the root to generate a words as follows: ا
(alif), و (waaw), and ي (yaa).

� 25 suffixes adding to the ends of root to generate a words as fol-
lows: ,انكت,امكت,ا,ي,ه,هي,ني,ان,كت,ي,اهمه,نه,مك,مت,هت,يت,نا,هو,نو,او,تا

يك,مهت,امهت ,
� Affixes can be associated with each other to generator words as
follows:
a. Prefixes with Infixes (58 � 3 = 174)
b. Prefixes with Suffixes (58 � 25 = 1450)
c. Infixes with suffixes (3 � 25 = 75)
d. All affixes together (58 � 3 � 25 = 1450)

Note that not all combinations of above affixes can be joined
together. In case (a), there are 7 prefixes cannot join with infixes.
In case (b) there is no exceptions, all prefixes can join with all suf-
fixes. In case (c) there are 24 exceptions which are not permitted.
In case (d) affixes can connected to each other if they do not form
the exceptions above. These exceptions motivate the following
definition.

Definition 1. The morphological structure of derivational word
is:

Derivational = (adverb + root) | (particle + root) |
(particle + root + possessive_pronouns) |
(root + possessive_pronouns) |
(noun + root) | (particle + noun + root)
Definition 2. The morphological structure of inflectional word

is:
Inflectional = (particle + root) |
(particle + root + possessive _pronouns) |
(root + possessive_pronouns)
Derivational structures of Arabic often change word meaning

and it consist of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes in derived word.
While inflectional structures not change word meaning and it con-
sist of prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. In this paper, we removed the
inflectional and kept the derivational.

3.1. Arabic stemmer

Stemmer is a pre-processing tool used to reduce different gram-
matical forms/word forms, such as: nouns, adjectives, verbs,
adverbs, etc. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a new approach
to improve Arabic stemmer by adding all possible affixes to the
root in order to use them as indexing terms in Arabic search oper-
ation or information retrieval systems.

As shown in Fig. 2, Arabic stem is classified into two categories:
(i) a statistical stemmer employing statistical information from a
large corpus of a given language for morphologically complex texts
and (ii) a Rule-based stemmer-employing dictionary targeting to
remove inflected affixes from the words based on language specific
rules, which we will adopt in this work. Globally the most widely
used English stemmer is the Porter Stemmer [18] (called lemma-
tizer). It proposed to remove inflectional endings only such
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as -es, -ies, or -s. In this paper, we proposed similar approach in
Arabic, aims to remove all inflectional morpheme (beginnings,
middles, and endings), see Table 1.

Light stemming [20] is one of the most renowned Arabic stem-
mers, aims to strip off a set of prefixes and suffixes. However, exist-
ing light stemmers [20,25,26] are extracting root/stem by
removing prefixes and suffixes from a word without deal with infix
stemmer. In this paper, we developed a light stemming by adding
extra prefixes and suffixes in addition to infixes in order to improve
the effectiveness of information retrieval systems in Arabic. There-
fore, the proposed method is capable to produce a high-
performance tool to extract Arabic root/stems by removing stickers
from a word included infixes to suffixes and prefixes.
3.2. AMIR rules

Our proposed approach is bottom-up and rule-based. First, it
attempts to find substrings of words, which are mostly stems, or
in other cases morphemes that can be derived from stems. The
next process is to join each core with word elements, thus gener-
ating words according to the governing rules. Finally, the rules
check to ensure that each core allows for a correct generation thus
resulting in the correct stem of the given word. AMIR rules are
composed of three phases: substring tagging, rule matching and
anti-rule matching, as shown in Fig. 3 below.

Substring tagging: the morphological information that charac-
terizes possible substrings of respective words is extracted. Based
on the results, we can accurately determine which word substrings
are morphemes. This phase is also instrumental in ensuring that
clusters of each morpheme are extracted. The clusters are used
in the rule matching phase. Rule matching: each core that has been
extracted from the substring tagging phase is used to determine
the rules employed in the extraction. Anti-rule matching: this is
Rule-Based Stem

Stem

mer 

ming 

Statistical Stemmer 

Fig. 2. Overview of the types of Arabic stemmer.
an essential phase to extract the required anti-rules from the
anti-rules-based repository for every core in the given list. This
ensures that every core with any anti matching rules with the
word’s morphemes gets removed from the given core list. This last
anti matching rule phase ensures that every core’s stem in the
core’s list is indeed the correct word’s stem. AMIR Rules is con-
structed from different Arabic grammatical rule-based according
to morphological analysis. Therefore, these rules depend on a mod-
ification of a word into an appropriate stem. So, selecting the rules
depend on special letters adding/inserting to the root. Table 2
shows intelligent use of morphological analysis and stem in Arabic
Information Retrieval System using AMIR rules R, where T1 is the
first letter of the original root, T2 is the second letter of the original
root, and T3 is the third letter of the original root.

3.3. AMIR algorithm

This section discusses AMIR algorithm to find the root/stem that
uses as index term in the field of Arabic information retrieval sys-
tems. AMIR algorithm works as follows:

3.3.1. Tokenization & normalization
Arabic tokenization has been implemented in several solutions

to resolve ambiguous words. For instance, characters can be writ-
ten in different ways, such as character (ء) Hamza can be composed
in different ways ( آ,إ,أ ). This cause more ambiguous as to whether
the Hamza is present. Therefore, at most one token is assigned to
each letter at any one time as follows:

� Replacing initial إ,آ,أ by ا
� Replacing final ى,ئ by .ي
� Replacing final ه by .ة

3.3.2. Keyword extraction
We represent AMIR steps to extract Keywords as follows:

Convert the user request text into words and put it into a list.
Check the lists whether prepositions or stop-word are found. If
found, remove any matched from the list
Search AMIR Dictionary to find given terms in the list; if a
match found, then extract root/stem if accepted on AMIR rules.
Else, if a match not found, do nothing.

Step1: Convert the user request text into words to create a word
list by selecting the words that contain more than three letters.



Table 1
AMIR lemmatizer Example.

Word Prefix Infix Suffix AMIR Stemmer Word Translate

بتكملا لا – – بتكم The office
بتاكم – ا – بتكم Offices
مكبتكم – – مك بتكم Your office

Fig. 3. AMIR rules steps.

Table 2
shows an intelligent use of morphological analysis and stem in Arabic Information Retriev

Rule Syntax Description

R1 Prefix م (m) + Root ? Noun In Arabic, prefixes م (M) ind
type to noun. For example
we kept the prefix م (M) in
that we replacing any infle
other prefixes if any found

R2 Prefix م (m) + Root + Suffix ة (taa) ? Noun Prefixes م (M) and suffixes
example, if we adding pre
Therefore, we will keep pr
and we remove other extr

R3 Prefix م (m) + T1 + Infix ا (a) + T2 + T3 ? Plural
Form

Infix ا (a) refer to plural fo
plural form, if we remove i
will keep the prefix م (M)

R4 T1 + T2 + Infix و (w) + T3 ? Plural Form Infix و (w) indicates to plur
we changed to their associ
‘ سورد ‘ (lessons), we will ge

R5 T1 + Infix ا (a) + T2 + T3 ? Noun This rule say If word includ
‘ بتاك ‘ (author), if we remov
have changed. Therefore, w
suffixes.

R6 Prefix ت (taa) + T1 + T2 + Infix ي (y) + T3 ? Noun This type of derivational c
joined together in the sam
we will keep prefix ت (taa
other extra prefixes and s

R7 T1 + T2 + Infix ا (a) + T3 + suffix ة (taa) | suffix تا
(at) | suffix نات (tan)) ? Noun

This type of derivation cal
by suffix تا (at) or suffix نات
ة (taa). So, we reduce them
example: تاسارد (studies) o
then we will get ةسارد (stu

R8 T1 + T2 + Infix ا (a) + T3 + suffix ةي (ya) ? Plural
Form

As indicated in rule (R7), r
inflectional suffixes ةي (ya)
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Step 2: Check the created lists, if prepositions or stop-word
found, if they found, then remove prepositions or stop-word from
the list.

Step 3: Search in AMIR dictionary, if any match found in the
given list, then extract root/stem based on AMIR rules, after that,
use these as index term. For example; if we give the word ‘ سردملو ’
(And for a teacher) to AMIR dictionary which is consist of three
prefixes م (m), ل (for), and و (and). So based on AMIR rule 1, we
will remove prefix ل (for) which refer to preposition, and prefix و
(and) which refer to stop-word. So, we will get سردم (teacher)
which using as index term.

Step 4: if a match not found in AMIR dictionary, then not do
anything.
4. Experiments and results

This section aims to verify the effectiveness and the quality of
AMIR performances with the relevance measures.

4.1. Dataset

In this paper, the experiments were carried out with EveTAR
(2016) dataset on Arabic tweets, which cover different types of
Arabic events detection. The EveTAR is essential evaluation tools
in the field of information retrieval, which are comparable to sim-
ilar Text Retrieval Evaluation Conference TREC. EveTAR dataset
includes a crawl of 355 M which contained roughly 59,732 Arabic
al System using AMIR rules R.

icates to noun. Therefore, If we add prefix م (m) to the root, then it changes word
, if adding prefix م (M) to the root ‘ سرد ‘ (lesson), we will get ‘ سردم ’ (Teacher). Thus,
derived words and we will removing any other extra prefixes. So, this rules tells
ction begins with ملاكو,ملاك,مللف,مللو,ملل,مك,مو,ملاف,ملاو,مل,ملا,ملو by م (M), and we remove
.
ة (taa) if they joined together, it will produce noun (always refer to places). For
fix م (M) and suffix ة (Taa) to the root ‘ سرد ‘ (lesson), we will get ‘ ةسردم ’ (school).
efix م (M) as indicated in the rule (R1). Also we will keep suffix ة (taa) as they are,
a prefixes if any found.
rm, if it joined with prefix (m) in the same word. For example, ‘ بتاكم ‘ (Offices) is
nfix ا (a), it will change to singular form. So, we will get بتكم (office). Therefore, we
and we will removing infix ا (a) and any other extra prefixes if any found.
al form when word does not including prefix م (M), such as: ‘ سورد ‘ (lessons). Thus,
ated singulars by removing infix و (w). For example, if we remove infix و (w) from
t سرد (lesson). Therefore, we will remove all affixes if any exist.
ed infix ا (a) and does not including prefix م (M). it will refer to noun. For example
e infix ا (a) from ‘ بتاك ‘ (author), then, we will get بتك (Wrote). So, the word meaning
e kept infixes ا (a) as they are, and we removed any other extra prefixes and

reate a noun from relation between letters. Thus, if prefix ت (taa) and infix ي (y)
e word, so this will indicates to noun. For example: ‘ سيردت ‘ (Teaching). Therefore,
) and infix ي (y), if they combinations in the same word and we will remove any
uffixes if any found.
led replacement (alibdaal - لادبإلا ). Therefore, If word included infix ا (a) and ends
(tan) in the same word. Thus, we replace inflectional suffixes تا (at) or نات (tan) by
to their singular by replace inflectional suffixes تا (at) or نات (tan) by ة (taa). For

r ناتسارد (two studies) if we replace inflectional suffixes تا (at) or نات (tan) by ة (taa),
dy).
eplacement affixes can produce right formula of stem. Thus, we replace
by ي (y). This is because suffix ة (taa) do not change the word meaning.
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tweets represented in Unicode and encoded in UTF-8, and covers
50 significant events for which about 62 K tweets. We also evaluate
our approach using Trec_eval software which is available at:
(https://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval). It uses different measures of infor-
mation retrieval. In our work, we have used precision @ 10, preci-
sion @ 20, and Mean Average Precision MAP as evaluation metrics
see evaluation results section.

4.2. Comparison of AMIR with LUCENE and FARASA algorithms

In this section, we have compared AMIR stemmer with two
counterpart systems: LUCENE and FARASA. Table 3 shows the dif-
ferent stemmers for AMIR, LUCENE, and FARASA, which is slightly
different from each other. For Arabic Language, there exit a number
of methods to extract infixes and suffixes to indicate a plural form
of words. For example, the word دجاسم (Mosques) is shown in
Table 3 for query No 10. Which composed of the infix ا (a) that
indicates to plural, AMIR method is able to remove plural using
infixes to generate singular forms by applying AMIR rule No 3. As
such, AMIR system extracts the word دجسم (Mosque) instead of a

دجاسم (Mosques) by removing the infix ا (a). While both FARASA
and LUCENE extract the same word دجاسم (Mosques) thus failing
to generate the singular form. This is because both FARASA and
Table 3
Summary of produce stemmer approaches.

Query Actual Text English Translation

1 نميلايفراجفنايفنييثوحلتقم Houthis killed in explosion in Yemen
2 ساتيللالدبورويلامدختستايناوتيل Lithuania uses euro instead of litas
3 ةيئانجلاةمكحمللمامضنالابلطتنيطسلف

ةيلودلا
Palestine asks to join the International
Criminal Court

4 ودبإيلراشموجهيفمهبهبتشملاديدحت Identify suspects in Charlie Hebdo attack
5 ينوستاباسحةيلامشلاايروكقارتخا Hacking Korean accounts
6 نرقلوبنطسإيفةسينكلوأءانب Construction of the first church in Istanbul

century
7 اعبشعرازمىلعهللابزحموجه Hezbollah attack on Shebaa Farms
8 ايرجينيفبابشفطختمارحوكوب Boko haram kidnaps youths in Nigeria
9 يفةيركسعةدعاقىلعمارحوكوبةرطيس

ايريجين
Bucco is banned on a military base in Nigeri

10 اسنرفيفدجاسمىلعتامجه Attacks on mosques in France

Fig. 4. Overview of the AMIR to prod
LUCENE do not handle plural using infixes. Another example, when
a plural form is in the suffix; this type of derivation called replace-
ment alibdaal - لادبإلا , which is not applied in previous studies such
as LUCENE and FARASA; for example, the word تابتكم (libraries),
where AMIR extractor the word ةبتكم (library) by replacing the
suffix تا (at) by suffix ة (taa) by applying AMIR rule No 7. While
FARASA and LUCENE both extractor the word بتكم (office) by
removed suffix تا (at); thus, they produce word that has different
meaning. Therefore, the advantages of AMIR is that it provides
highly accurate results into the linguistic knowledge by use mor-
phology. The fact that this new scheme can dissect a plural word
and then get the its singular form.

Fig. 4 shows the steps of each search that requests/topics from
the text collection. First, we denote sets of documents in the text
collection as D1, D2. . . Dn. We denote sets of queries Q1, Q2. . . Qn

and extract terms as T1, T2 . . .. ,Tn for each query. We also denote
the search methods as S1, S . . .. , Sn where a search method consists
of all processing stem for each query term and document term.
Therefore, search method S can process a set of queries Q and pro-
duce a ranked list of document D hits H for each query Q. we sum-
marized as:

D; S; Qð Þ ! H
AMIRStemmer LUCENE stemmer FARASA stemmer

نميراجفنايثوحلتقم نميراجفناثوحلتقم نميراجفنايثوحلتقم
ساتيللدبورويمدختستايناوتيل ساتيللدبورويمدختستايناوتيل ساتيللدبورويمدختستايناوتيل

يئانجةمكحممامضنابلطتنيطسلف
يلود

ئانجمكحممامضنالامامضناطسلف
لود

يئانجمكحممامضنابلطتنيطسلف
يلود

ودبإيلراشمجههبتشمديدحت ودبإلراشموجهبتشمديدحت ودبإلراشموجههبتشمديدحت
ينوسباسحيلامشايروكقارتخا نوسباسحلامشايروكقارتخا ينوسباسحيلامشايروكقارتخا

نرقلوبنطساسينكلواءانب نرقلوبنطسإسينكلوأءانب نرقلوبنطسإسينكلوأءانب

اعبشةعرزمهللابزحمجه اعبشعرازمهللابزحموجه اعبشعرازمهللابزحموجه
ايرجينبابشفطختمارحوكوب ايرجينبابشفطختمارحوكوب ايرجينبابشفطختمارحوكوب

a يركسعدعاقمارحوكوبرطيس
ايريجين

ركسعدعاقمارحوكوبرطيس
ايريجين

يركسعدعاقمارحوكوبرطيس
ايريجين

اسنرفدجسممجه اسنرفدجاسممجه اسنرفدجاسممجه

uce information requests/topics.

https://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval


Table 4
Summary of the results obtained from AMIR, LUCENE, and FARASA via TF.IDF values.

Query Words AMIR
TF.IDF

LUCENE
TF.IDF

FARASA
TF.IDF

كرويوينيبيللاسنأوبأةافو 1841 269 1641
ينوستاباسحةيلامشلاايروكقارتخا 1644 33 278

نرقلوبنطسإيفةسينكلوأءانب 1680 7 393
ايرجينيفبابشفطختمارحوكوب 1883 70 427

ايريجينيفةيركسعةدعاقىلعمارحوكوبةرطيس 1041 56 413
نييروسلللوخدةريشأتنانبلضرف 1037 36 577

اسنرفيفدجاسمىلعتامجه 1333 289 196
ةيريجينلااغابةدلبمارحوكوبقرح 862 49 333

ناتسكابيفةعيشللًادجسمشعادريجفت 750 71 164
يدوعسلاءارزولاسلجمليكشتةداعإ 655 34 175
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Where the hits H of all the k documents in D appear in the k top
ranks documents D.

Fig. 4: Overview of the AMIR to produce information
requests/topics.

4.2.1. Using statistical metrics
We have employed TREC_EVAL tool to measure precision @ 10,

precision @ 20, and Mean Average Precision MAP as evaluation
metrics. TREC_EVAL uses two different files, quels file that is
human-generated file that tells whether a retrieved document is
relevant or not for each query, according to following format
delimited by spaces:

query � id 0document� id relevance

where query-id is to identify the query, document-id is to iden-
tify the document, and relevance is to identify the judged docu-
ment (0 for non-relevant and 1 for relevant). Second file is
results file, which is contains a ranking of documents according
to higher scores for each query. We have created results file by
using Java language according to following format delimited by
tab spaces:

< query id >; < documentNo >; < rank >; < score >;

< system >

Where query-id is used to identify the query; document-id is
used to identify the retrieved document; rank is used to identify
the most relevant document; score is used to indicate the similar-
ity value between document and query; system is used to identify
system name. TREC_EVAL is the executable program used to eval-
uate rankings according to following format:

trec eval �q½ � �a½ �qrels file Resultd file

where trec_eval is the execute name, -q is a parameter for all detail
of queries, -a is a parameter for the summary output. Fig. 5 shows
the screenshot of results obtained for proposed method using tre-
c_eval to measure P@10, P@20, and MAP of retrieval experiments.

4.2.2. Using frequency metrics
TF.IDF is a popular information retrieval technique, which

weighs word’s frequency, abbreviated as TF and the term’s inverse
document frequency commonly abbreviated as (IDF). In this paper,
Fig. 5. Screenshot of AMIR results achieved
we used TF.IDF to evaluate the quality of our scheme performances
retrieval. Thus, we compared TF.IDF values of our scheme with
LUCENE and FARASA for the first ten queries. It is clear from Table 4
that the AMIR system has a great improvement as compared to
LUCENE Stemmer and FARASA stemmer; this is a major improve-
ment in previous methods.

Fig. 6 shows the TF.IDF values of the first 10 queries for AMIR,
LUCENE, and FARASA methods, where x-axis represents the query
ID, and y-axis represents the tf:idf score scheme that is related to
that query; thus, we develop a novel scheme that gives best tech-
nique of affixes stemmer and the results obtained strongly indicate
that the best TF.IDF values achieved when our scheme is used.

4.3. Evaluation results

In our experiments, the retrieval performance of the proposed
method has been compared with the LUCENE, FARASA stemmers,
and No stemmer using BM25 model and language model LM with
Dirichlet technique in order to evaluate the quality of our scheme
performances. Thus, the retrieved effectiveness was evaluated
using Mean Average Precision MAP as the primary evaluation met-
ric in addition to precision at 10 (P@10), and precision at 20 (P@20)
in order to analyze the change in retrieval precision. Tables 5 and 6
present our experimental results, where the bold values denote the
best results in each category. Thus, in Table5 we shows the results
obtained for each system runs for 50 queries Therefore, AMIR
achieved a MAP values by 0.34% while LUCENE, FARASA and no
using TREC_EVAL to measure the MAP.



Fig. 6. The calculated TF.IDF values achieved by AMIR, LUCENE, and FARASA.

Table 5
Summary of the results obtained using BM25.

BM25

MAP Prec@10 Prec@20

AMIR 0.34 0.63 0.59
LUCENE 0.27 0.53 0.51
FARASA 0.28 0.62 0.57
No stem 0.21 0.45 0.46

Table 6
Summary of the results obtained using LM with Dirichlet smoothing.

LM with Dirichlet smoothing

MAP Prec@10 Prec@20

AMIR 0.32 0.60 0.56
LUCENE 0.25 0.47 0.44
FARASA 0.26 0.56 0.52
No stem 0.18 0.29 0.28
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stemmer are 0.27%, 0.28% and by 0.21, respectively by using MB25
model. We also noticed that AMIR gives the best values of P@10
and P@20 by 0.63, and by 0.59, respectively. This indicates that
using AMIR stemming yields a much improved precision. While
AMIR achieved a MAP by 0.32% where LUCENE, FARASA, and no
stemmer achieved a MAP by 0.25%, 0.26% and 0.18%, respectively,
by using LM with Dirichlet smoothing model as shown in Table 6.
Therefore, we found that for long queries, the BM25 model per-
forms better than the language model LM with Dirichlet smooth-
ing. Nevertheless, for short queries, the LM with Dirichlet
smoothing performs better than the BM25 model.

In addition, the Student t-test significance measure was used
with p-values at or below 0.05 to claim significance in order to
determine if the difference between the results was statistically
significant or not. When the calculated p-value is below 0.05, it
indicates that the difference between the two experimental run
is statistically significant. Therefore, the results of the statistical
tests show that the differences in MAP between the AMIR stemmer
and LUCENE stemmer where p-value is 0.005508 produces results
that are statistically significant according to p-value < 0.05. The dif-
ference between AMIR and FARASA was not statistically significant
by getting P-value as 0.094249 which is greater than P > 0.05.
Lastly, The AMIR stemmer against No stemmer produces results
that are statistically significantly by getting P-value as 0.006334.
Thus, the results of the statistical tests show that AMIR gives statis-
tically significant improvements. Therefore, the results presented
in Table 5 and Table 6 clearly indicate that the proposed method
is able to solve successfully the research problems in high perfor-
mance level. In addition, the best retrieval performance for Arabic
information retrieval systems was AMIR method.

5. Conclusion and future work

The rationale behind this paper is to improve Arabic extraction
of root/stem to build effective Arabic information retrieval sys-
tems. The proposed method has shown to improve Arabic Stemmer
and increases retrieval performances. In our experiment, we have
compared AMIR against LUCENE, FARASA, and no-stem methods.
The obtained results in terms of the mean average of precision
have resulted in 0.34%, 0.27%, 0.28, and 0.21% for AMIR, LUCENE,
FARASA and non-stem, respectively. This shows that our proposed
AMIR stem algorithm outperforms others.

As future work, informal words such as نوبتكتا atakatabun (Do
they write) needs more investigated and developed in order to
apply them to information retrieval in Arabic language.
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